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ABSTRACT

Relationship marketing emphasizes that for a firm to be profitable, it must be attentive to those factors that affect service satisfaction. Extant research in the service sector reveals two important determinants of service satisfaction. One is service quality, and the other is the service encounter, representing the interaction between the customer and the service provider. Further, it has been demonstrated that service quality is also related to customer perceptions of the service encounter. However, a question that remains unanswered is about the precise nature of the relationship between service quality and service encounter on one hand, and service satisfaction on the other. Is the relationship direct or indirect? Does one of the factors instead serve as a mediator? This study provides an answer by examining a sample of industrial customers in Singapore who evaluated the service dimensions of ocean freight shipping lines. Results reveal that the relationship between service quality and service satisfaction is not direct, but it is defined or mediated by customer perceptions of service encounters. Implications of the results are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

he service sector continues to eclipse manufacturing in overall growth while it becomes integral to the prosperity of the US economy. Yet, nagging complaints about service quality suggest that service firms may not be optimizing the delivery of their service. Some suggest that the declining quality may be rooted in the service encounter, the point of interaction between the customer and interfacing departments of the firm (cf. Bitner, Booms and Tetreault 1990). This interaction is central to relationship marketing since such dynamics foster satisfaction which assists in building bonds with customers. Relationship marketing argues long term profitability comes from satisfied customers who become loyal to the firm (Caruana, Pitt and Berthon 1999). Without adequate attention as to how these encounters may affect customer satisfaction, the firm may suffer suboptimal profitability. The goal of this paper is to explore these encounters by looking at the role that interfacing departments and service quality may play in customer satisfaction.

A service can be viewed somewhat like a performance (Grove, Fisk and Dorsch 1998) in that each service encounter allows the firm’s personnel to perform actions and activities of value to the customer. Hence, the interpersonal dynamics that are embedded in a service encounter may have a profound impact on the satisfaction with the service despite what might seem an objective level of quality. It is likely that the departments interfacing with the client during the service encounter may have a strong bearing on the level of satisfaction. The ultimate concern becomes how satisfied the customer is with the quality of the service that is performed by departments through these encounters.

In recent years, considerable research has focused on customer satisfaction and service quality issues. In particular, this research has examined the role of service quality (and its dimensions) in the performance of a service and the impact of service encounters on customer’s satisfaction with the service company. Research on British service-based firms, for example, has found empirical support linking excellence in service delivery to customer
satisfaction, and overall business performance (Caruana, Pitt, and Morris 1995). A number of other studies also found a relationship between service quality and behavioral intentions such as repurchase, loyalty, and recommending the service providers to others. While some of these studies showed that the relationship is direct (e.g., Taylor and Baker 1994, Zeithaml, Berry and Parasuraman 1996), others found that the relationship is indirect and operates only through customer satisfaction (Anderson and Sullivan 1993; Patterson and Spreng 1997). Hence, there continues to be a gap in our understanding of how “all the pieces fit together”.

Although quality and satisfaction with services are related, they are clearly distinct, yet related constructs and cannot be used interchangeably (Bitner 1990; Bitner and Hubbert 1994; Sureshchandar et al. 2002). Zeithaml and Bitner (2000) view satisfaction as a broad concept and perceived service quality as only one component of customer satisfaction. In distinguishing between the two constructs, Iacobucci, Ostrom and Grayson (1995) suggest that while service quality relates to managerial delivery of service, service satisfaction deals with customers’ experience with that service. Cronin and Taylor (1992) argue that perceptions of service quality precede (is an antecedent to) customer satisfaction; customer satisfaction is then viewed as the central driving force of intentions to repeat purchase versus service quality which is viewed as having a lesser role. Caruna (2002) found that customer satisfaction does play a mediating role in the effect of service quality on service loyalty. Bitner and Hubbert (1994) have extended this stream of research to establish that customer satisfaction with service encounters, perceptions of overall service quality, and customer satisfaction are three distinct, yet highly correlated constructs. However, no study has examined how the three variables are related and the sequence in which they are causally connected. Bitner and Hubbert (1994) recommend more investigation in this area and imply that consumers’ perceptions of service encounters might fundamentally affect the relationships among other service evaluation constructs (e.g., service satisfaction and service quality perceptions). How these three variables are inextricably connected continues to elude our understanding.

The purpose of this paper is to solve this puzzle and find out whether customers’ perceptions of service encounters with interfacing departments mediate or define the relationship between service quality and service satisfaction. This research responds to the need to develop a clearer appreciation of the role that service encounters may play in affecting satisfaction with a service. Most importantly, though, this research contributes theoretically to our understanding of the relationships among the three service evaluation constructs and provides evidence or the missing link in the sequence of relationships that involves both antecedents and consequences of service quality. We chose to examine the connection among three constructs (service quality, service encounters and service quality) since each has been acknowledged in the literature as a vital component in a firm’s success.

In this paper, we use an industrial B2B marketing setting and analyze data provided by customers on the services offered by various ocean freight shipping lines in Singapore. Since the shipping industry involves many encounters with customers by various interfacing departments, the results of the study are generalizable to other B2B industries where service encounters are also ubiquitous. The shipping industry was also selected because of its growing role in world trade and its widespread use by business organizations around the world. Singapore was seen as an ideal location for this study since it is the second largest container port in the world and a major trading and transhipment centre.

The paper proceeds as follows. First, we examine what the literature says about service encounters, service satisfaction and service quality. Next, we state the research questions and their importance. The subsequent methodology section provides the procedure and description of the sample. After reporting the results of the empirical testing, the last part provides conclusions and implications. It is important to point out that this study is exploratory in nature since it involves only one industry in a B2B context.

SERVICE QUALITY, SERVICE ENCOUNTERS, AND SERVICE SATISFACTION

Service Quality

Nearly two decades ago, researchers viewed the quest for a service quality measure as one of the most important consumer research issues (Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry 1985). Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry (1985) define service quality as the overall evaluation of a specific service determined by comparing the firm’s
performance with the customer's general expectations of how firms in that industry should perform. Perceived service quality is viewed as an overall appraisal of service (Bitner and Hubbert 1994) and as an attitude based on the customer's perception of performance (Cronin and Taylor 1992, 1994; Boulding et al. 1993). Wiele, Boselie and Hesselink (2002) and Mukherjee, Path and Pal (2003) found service quality to be strongly correlated with business performance.

Arising from the tremendous interest in service quality, researchers have developed a number of models of service quality. Among them, the model proposed by Parasuraman, Zeithaml and Berry (1985) is the most ubiquitous and most cited. These researchers established that five independent dimensions can be used to describe service quality: tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy. A 22-item-scale, SERVQUAL, was developed to measure these five determinants which has been recognized as a good predictor of overall service quality (Cronin and Taylor 1992). We apply the SERVQUAL scale in this study as our metric of service quality.

The Service Encounter

The service encounter has become a major theme in the last decade concerning its role in determining customer satisfaction and its impact on service quality (Stewart 2003, Bowden and Schneider 1988). The service encounter is defined as the “dyadic interaction between a customer and service provider” (Surprenant and Solomon 1987) or more broadly as “a period of time during which a consumer directly interacts with the service” (Shostack 1985). The first definition reflects the view that a service encounter deals with role performances (Solomon et al. 1985) during which customers and service personnel act out their roles. The roles deal fundamentally with interpersonal dynamics. The later definition, however, is more encompassing since it includes not only the personnel but the physical facilities and other attributes associated with the delivery of the service. It is essential to note that Shostack’s definition does not circumscribe the encounter as consisting merely of interpersonal interactions; instead, service encounters may not have any human interaction (Bitner, Booms and Tetreault 1990). Such encounters can occur between customers and various technologies such as email, web information, call centers, among others.

Danaher and Mattson (1994) propose that a more broadened view of service encounters is more realistic. In particular, they maintain that it is the collectivity of service encounters that is evaluated by the customer and not a single interaction per se. Blume (1988) also views customer service as an organisation wide effort involving people who have face to face contact with customers as well as people who serve customers indirectly. This paper uses the broadened definition articulated by Shostack and the collectivity idea a la Danaher and Mattson (1994) and Blume (1988) since we are interested in the composite of all the encounters between interfacing departments and customers.

For any service provider, interactions or encounters with customers involve a process that extends over a period to time with a variety of interfacing personnel at different locations. Zeithml and Bitner (2000) suggest that the many encounters can be likened to a cascade where there is a sequence of service encounters that customers experience. In turn, a positive evaluation of such encounters is likely to lead to greater satisfaction. Several other studies have also found that service encounter perceptions are critical to the perceived level of satisfaction in various industries (Crosby and Stephens 1987; Brown and Swartz 1989). Hence, it seems apparent that various service encounters will affect the customers’ overall satisfaction and their propensity to give repeat business as addressed below.

Service Satisfaction And Its Determinants

Customer satisfaction has been widely studied in multiple areas of marketing. Convincing evidence shows that the outcomes of customer satisfaction are loyalty and repurchase intentions which, in turn, have an impact on profitability (Storbacka, Strandvik, and Gronroos 1994). Lovelock (2001) also argues that it can generate positive word of mouth, more agreeable customers, and customer retention. Hence, it is not surprising that companies spend considerable resources to assess and manage customer satisfaction.

Given that customer satisfaction is crucial to the success of any firm, the key question then is what factors determine this satisfaction? It has been suggested that the source of customer satisfaction is the value of a product or
service (Patterson and Spreng 1997; Spreng, Dixon and Olshavsky 1993). Interestingly, an important measure of perceived value in these studies is service quality (cf. Caruana, Money, and Berthon 1998; McDougall and Lavesque 2000). Service quality per se has also been considered as an antecedent of satisfaction (Brady, Cronin, and Brand 2002; Cronin, Brady, and Hult 2000; Sivadas and Baker-Prewitt 2000). Anderson, Fornell and Lehman (1994) and Bitner, Booms, and Mohr (1994) argue that improved service quality leads to higher customer satisfaction. On the basis of these research findings, we consider service quality as one of the determinants of service satisfaction.

It has also been well documented that satisfaction is the outcome of customer’s reaction to overall service encountered and the interaction with service personnel (Spreng, Dixon, and Olshavsky 1993, Crosby and Stephens 1987). According to Bitner (1990), customer satisfaction depends primarily on the management and monitoring of these service encounters while Booms and Nyquist (1981) contend that differentiation between service firms is based largely on the dynamics of these encounters. Along these lines, Bitner, Booms and Mohr (1994) emphasize that in service settings, customer satisfaction is often influenced by the quality of the interpersonal interaction between customer and contact employee. The overall service satisfaction then depends on how the service provider manages and monitors these service encounters (Bitner, 1990; Bolton and Drew 1992). Rust and Oliver (1994) suggest that customer satisfaction or dissatisfaction is a cognitive or affective reaction that emerges as a response to a single or prolonged set of service encounters. In a study involving a car repair facility and a health care facility, Mittal and Lassar (1996) found that the manner in which service employees relate to customers in a service encounter had a significant impact on customer satisfaction. Crosby and Stephens (1987) found that customers’ encounters with their life insurance agents impacted their level of satisfaction. Experimental studies by Bitner (1990) and Suprenant and Solomon (1987) also show that the encounters have an impact on satisfaction. On the basis of these findings, we consider customer perceptions of service encounter as another determinant of service satisfaction.

RESEARCH EXPECTATIONS

Based on the preceding discussion, we expect that customer ratings of both service quality and service encounters with interfacing departments will determine overall service satisfaction. Support for this research expectation also comes from the findings of Bitner and Hubbert (1994), who have established that perceived service quality, service encounter satisfaction, and overall satisfaction are distinct, yet highly correlated. Though their study has not examined the causal ordering of the relationships, Bitner and Hubbert (1994) have suggested that service encounter experiences might alter the relationship between service quality and service satisfaction. Similarly, Peltier, Boyt, and Schibrowsky (1998) also suggested that the relationship between service quality and satisfaction is a function of multiple service encounters. Consistent with their suggestion, we expect that consumer ratings of interfacing departments mediate or define the relationship between service quality and service satisfaction. In sum, the two research expectations are as follows:

R1: Overall service satisfaction is determined by service quality and ratings of service encounters with interfacing departments.

R2: Ratings of service encounters with interfacing departments mediate the relationship between service quality and overall service satisfaction. That is, the relationship between service quality and service satisfaction is not a direct one but is filtered by service encounters.

METHOD

Sample And Questionnaire Administration

Two stages were used in this research for data collection. The first stage initially involved extensive personal interviews with shipping line executives of a major shipping line in Singapore and with shipping managers from different customers' companies. From these field work interviews, we identified important dimensions related to this study which were used to develop measures for data collection as discussed in the second stage below.

In the second stage, data were collected from shipping managers of various organizations in Singapore who regularly use the services of ocean freight companies for their exporting requirements. A sample of 220 shipping
managers participated in the study. Their names were randomly drawn from a list of all shippers, obtained from the same large shipping company which assisted in first phase. While some of the shippers on the list represented customers of that shipping company, many were simply prospects and thus were customers of competing shipping lines. Skilled interviewers who had experience in conducting managerial interviews personally administered the survey.

The shipping managers in the sample represented a variety of firms whose primary business was manufacturing (41.2% of the sampled firms), trading (17.5%), or both (26.3%). While some companies handled consumer products (30.9%), others dealt with industrial products (19.7%), commodities (12.6%) or a combination of all three types (19.3%). Across the sample, the annual turnover ranged from less than $10 million (49.1%) to over $100 million (9.4%). The annual freight expenses of these companies varied from less than $25,000 (25.7% of sampled firms) to over $100,000 (35.4%).

**Measures Of Service Encounter Perceptions**

Ocean freight shipping companies often divide their organization into a number of specialized departments or support services, each of which interfaces with the customers. A preliminary investigation and interviews with managers in freight companies identified seven such departments as detailed below. These seven interfacing departments can be found in all shipping lines since they provide essential services to external customers. Administrative departments such as HRM, legal and office administration were excluded since these departments handle internal matters and do not interface with customers. The customers’ perceptions of the shipping line’s overall service quality and how it is differentiated from other shipping lines is determined considerably by their experiences with the support personnel of these interfacing departments.

Several scales were developed to measure customers’ evaluations of the services provided by the interfacing departments of their most preferred shipping line on a 1 (worst service) to 7 (excellent service) scale. We focused on the most preferred shipping lines since the respondents were most familiar with these lines having used their services on a regular basis. Because no standardized scales exist on measuring satisfaction with interfacing departments, it was necessary to construct valid scales. Extensive interviews with senior managers and department heads of the interfacing departments were conducted to identify the specific services that each department provides to customers. From these interviews, the key service functions of each interfacing department were specified. When each scale was tested for reliability using coefficient alpha, all scales exhibited reliability values above .9. For comparison purposes, a scale is considered to be reliable if the coefficient alpha exceeds .7 (Nunnally and Bernstein 1994). The list below outlines the names of those seven departments, the number of scale items to measure the service of each department (in parentheses), and examples of scale items:

A. sales and marketing (8 items) (e.g., personalized service, product/route knowledge, help in unforeseen situations)
B. booking services (8 items) (e.g., availability of space, advice on delays, handling of sailing inquiries)
C. documentation (6 items) (e.g., speedy release of delivery orders, speedy release of bills of landing)
D. telephone services (5 items) (e.g., giving needed information, promptness in answering, courtesy/etiquette)
E. operations (7 items) (e.g., container type availability, condition of container, availability of space at warehouse)
F. personal visits (9 items) (e.g., to the shipping line office, giving needed information, prompt attention, sensitivity to customers, waiting time)
G. claims (3 items) (e.g., fairness, speedy action, simple and convenient claims procedure)

Coefficient alpha of all these scales combined was also well above 0.9, far exceeding the acceptable level of 0.7 (Nunnally and Bernstein, 1994).
Measures Of Service Quality And Service Satisfaction

The questionnaire included SERVQUAL statements representing five service quality dimensions (i.e., tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy). The scale, consisting of 22 statements adapted to the attributes of shipping lines, used scale anchors of 1 (Strongly Disagree) and 7 (Strongly Agree). Composite reliability indices of reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy are all well above 0.8. The composite reliability index for the tangibles dimension is 0.69, a value that is close to the acceptable level of 0.7. Finally, the questionnaire included a measure of the overall evaluation (or satisfaction) of the shipping lines’ services on 1 (Extremely Poor) to 7 (Excellent) Scale. The questionnaire also included background information as reported in Table 1.

Analysis Method

The purpose of this study is to determine the nature of relationship among perceptions of service quality, service encounters, and service satisfaction as well as to find out whether perceptions of service encounters mediate or define the relationship between service quality and service satisfaction. To accomplish this, we used the procedure suggested by Baron and Kenny (1986) and Holmbeck (1997). In the present example, let “A” represent perceptions of service quality, “B” represent perceptions of service encounters, and “C” represent service satisfaction as shown in Figure 1. To demonstrate that perceptions of service encounter mediate or define the relationship between service quality and service satisfaction, the following conditions must be met:

A. Service quality is significantly related to service satisfaction (i.e., path A - C) and perceptions of service encounters (i.e., path A - B).
B. Service encounter perceptions are significantly related to service satisfaction (i.e., path B - C).
C. When paths A - B and B - C are controlled, a previously significant relationship between service quality and service satisfaction (i.e., path A - C) must be no longer significant.

As suggested by Holmbeck (1997), covariance structure analysis lends itself well for testing the mediated effects. Therefore, we employ this analytic procedure in this study. Figure 2 shows the basic framework used for performing the analysis.

Figure 1: Model For Mediated Effects
Figure 2: Framework For Analyzing Mediating Effects


Results

The five service quality dimensions (tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy) have acceptable reliability indices. Items representing individual dimensions were summed to form five composite indices representing each dimension of service quality. The seven dimensions representing service encounter perceptions (marketing representatives, telephone services, personal visits, booking services, documentation, operations, and claims) also have acceptable reliability values. Similarly, items representing individual dimensions were summed to form seven composite indices. The five service quality variables (or indices), seven service encounter perception variables, and the service satisfaction variable served as inputs; a covariance matrix was then computed. This covariance matrix was employed for performing covariance structure analysis using Lisrel 8.3.

First, we performed a series of confirmatory factor analyses. The purpose is to verify whether service quality, service encounter perceptions, and service satisfaction are really distinct or separate constructs. The various analyses revealed the following correlations: .55 between service quality and service satisfaction, .70 between service quality and service encounter perceptions, and .75 between service encounter perceptions to satisfaction. The three constructs can be considered as distinct yet correlated if the confidence intervals surrounding these correlations do not contain a value of 1. We found this to be true after computing the confidence intervals. Other analyses also revealed that whenever a correlation between any two service constructs was constrained to one, the corresponding $c^2$ fit was inferior to the case when the correlation was freely estimated. In sum, these results indicate that the three service constructs can indeed be treated as distinct yet correlated. We then proceeded to examine the nature of relationship among service quality, service encounter perceptions, and service satisfaction.

Table 1 shows a number of estimated models along with path estimates and fit indices. The $c^2$ statistic and the associated degrees of freedom can be used to test the difference in fit of alternative models. The goodness-of-fit index (GFI), Tucker – Lewis index (TLI), and comparative fit index (CFI) are useful for assessing the adequacy of fit.
of individual models (cf. Gerbing and Anderson 1993). Both TLI and RNI provide unbiased estimates of corresponding population parameters, and their mean values over repeated sampling are not affected by sample size.

We now explain the results using Figure 2 and Table 1. In Model 1, only the relationship between service quality and service satisfaction (i.e., path A-C) is examined. This path is statistically significant, given that the t-value of 8.68 far exceeds the t-value of 2 at 95% confidence level. The size of the path coefficient of .55 is also large, indicating a strong relationship between service quality and service satisfaction. The various fit indices (e.g., GFI, CFI, and TLI), with values above .8, indicate moderate fit for the model.

The results of other models can be similarly interpreted. For example, results of model 2 indicate that service quality is significantly related to perceptions of service encounters (path A-B). This relationship is also strong, judging from the size (i.e., .57) of the coefficient. Model 3 shows that perceptions of service encounters have a strong and significant relationship with service satisfaction (path B-C). The size of various fit indices (all are above .8) again indicates moderate fit. Based on Models 1 to 3, we can say that both service quality and service encounter perceptions are individually related to service satisfaction (paths A-C and B-C). Hence, there is support for the first research expectation (RI). Also, service quality is related to service encounter perceptions (path A-B).

### Table 1: Covariance Structure Analysis Of Service Quality Perceptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fit / Path est.</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Model 3</th>
<th>Model 4</th>
<th>Model 5</th>
<th>Model 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c^2$/df</td>
<td>512.78/65</td>
<td>458.08/65</td>
<td>422.8/65</td>
<td>375.5/64</td>
<td>291.44/64</td>
<td>291/63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFI</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TLI</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.82</td>
<td>.84</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.88</td>
<td>.92</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ $\rightarrow$ SE (i.e., A-B)</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>.57 (9.94)</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>.58 (10.07)</td>
<td>.57 (10.07)</td>
<td>.57 (10.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE $\rightarrow$ SAT (i.e., B-C)</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>.93 (12.63)</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>.93 (12.63)</td>
<td>.88 (9.16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQ $\rightarrow$ SAT (i.e., A-C)</td>
<td>.55 (8.68)</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>.57 (9.13)</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>.06 (0.67)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note:
1. "A" represents service quality, "B" represents service encounter perceptions, and "C" represents service satisfaction.
2. The table shows fit statistics and path estimates, with t-values shown in parentheses. For example, for Model 1, the parameter estimate for the service quality $\rightarrow$ service satisfaction path (i.e., A $\rightarrow$ C) is .55. This estimate is significant, given a t-value of 8.68.
3. We also computed other fit indices such as RNI and Delta2. Across the various models, these fit indices are identical to CFI.

The key question now is the type of role played by service encounter perceptions in these relationships. In particular, do service encounters mediate the relationship between service quality and service satisfaction? This question can be answered by looking at the results of Models 4 to 6. Model 4 shows that in the absence of path B-C, service quality is related to both service encounters and service satisfaction (i.e., paths A-C and B-C). However, as Model 6 results indicate, when the relationship between service encounter perceptions and service satisfaction (i.e., path A-B) is also included, the previously significant relationship between service quality and service satisfaction (i.e., path A-C in model 4) now turns out to be non-significant (estimate of path A-C in Model 6 = .05, t-value = .67). Further, the fit of Model 6, when all three paths are estimated, is no different from the fit of Model 5, where path A-C, representing the direct relationship between service quality and service satisfaction is constrained to zero. This finding can be verified by looking at the identical fit indices such as GFI, TLI, and CFI for Models 5 and 6. Moreover, the $\chi^2$ difference in fit between the two models of 0.44 (1 df.) is also not significant (p-value > .05). Based on the tests for mediating affects (cf. Baron and Kenny 1986 and Holmbeck (1997), all of these results clearly establish that the relationship between service quality and service satisfaction is mediated by perceptions of service encounters. Hence, there is support for the second research expectation (R2).
CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The results clearly confirm previous research in that service satisfaction is affected by both service encounter perceptions and service quality perceptions. With respect to the research expectations which undergird this study, satisfaction with service quality is indeed mediated by service encounters. Because of the intangibility of a service, customers may derive their perceptions by more than just the outcomes when a service is delivered. Instead, the relationship customers have with interfacing departments during encounters seems to intercede between perceptions of quality and ultimate satisfaction.

Discussion will now focus on strategic implications in five main areas:

- Impact of service encounters
- Service profit chain considerations
- Use of an internal marketing audit
- Relationship marketing building
- Use of the critical incident technique

The findings add a compelling perspective on the impact of service encounters in that such encounters seem to have more power in shaping satisfaction than just service quality. The most plausible explanation deals with the role of service providers in cultivating relationships with the customer as they deliver the service. Although the service might seem objective (i.e., getting specific goods shipped from one point to another in a timely, efficient and effective manner), the personnel of the service provider may have a critical impact on the feelings or emotions of the customer. Service personnel that are helpful, knowledgeable and agreeable will make the service encounter more enjoyable or fulfilling for the customer versus rude and impatient personnel. Improper behavior by personnel may compel the customer to seek out a new shipper even if the goods are shipped successfully.

The philosophy behind the service profit chain maintains that internal marketing (i.e., satisfaction of personnel in the firm) is vital to the profitability of a firm (Heskett et al. 1994). Satisfied personnel are more likely to be cheerful when serving customers and, hence more cooperative unlike disgruntled employees who may act out their frustration on customers. Because there is a positive link between employee satisfaction and customers’ evaluation of the service provider (Anantharaman 2002), it is crucial that service firms value and satisfy their personnel. In the rubric of the service profit chain, unhappy service personnel can become “terrorists” rather than “apostles” in the way they interact with customers. Lovelock (2001) notes that effective service encounters by employees is a combination of skills and the correct employee disposition. Hence, firms must be circumspect in the way they recruit, train, compensate and motivate interfacing department personnel so that these workers are attentive to the satisfaction of the customer.

A common practice in some firms is to use a marketing audit to gauge the extent to which the firm is responsive to customer needs and uses modern marketing practices. Traditionally the audit focuses more on external marketing and not on internal marketing considerations. An internal marketing audit should focus on the interfacing departments and their level of satisfaction and tools available to them to perform their functions. This audit would also measure the degree to which interfacing departments feel empowered to do their job effectively and the obstacles they confront in dealing with customers. Geralis and Terziovski (2003) found that empowerment practices improve productivity, performance and service quality.

The findings also have enormous implications for relationship marketing. Relationship marketing is concerned with maintaining long term relationships with customers rather than engaging in single transactions. Since it is much cheaper to keep an existing customer rather than recruit a new one, means should be taken so that interface departments are all focused on this goal. Zeithml and Bitner (2000) point out that sales incentives in organizations are set up in such a way to reward generating new customers and not retaining existing ones. Perhaps, interfacing departments need to be given incentives to keep current customers satisfied so that they become loyal customers.
Bitner, Booms and Tetreault (1990) recommend the use of critical incident technique (CIT) to identify the sources of satisfaction and dissatisfaction in service encounters. This approach could be used by each interfacing department so as to understand the role that each department may be playing in enhancing or hurting satisfaction. Such a method permits identifying specific occurrences and behaviors that underlie dissatisfaction or satisfaction with encounters with various interfacing departments. Such knowledge then can be used for developing programs to monitor customer satisfaction, training interface personnel or creating guidelines or procedures to execute optimal service. Bitner, Booms and Tetreault (1990) also recommend that the CIT can be used to identify situations when employees need more empowerment rather than rules and to define the action alternatives that personnel can employ.

In sum, the findings of this study should be of interest to shipping lines and to other firms operating in similar B2B environments. These firms should realize that both contact persons as well as support personnel of various interfacing departments are critical to the service performance. Focusing on service quality alone without appreciating how it is delivered by interfacing departments is misguided according to the implications of our findings. In the end, failure to appreciate the critical role that interfacing departments play in customer satisfaction may mean that shipping lines and other B2B firms are setting the stage for lower customer retention and ultimately lower profits.
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